You deserve beautiful
personalized furniture,
fitting exactly what you want.
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Designed for you.
Engineered for you.
Crafted for you.

Personalized workspace
furniture that meets all of the
specifications you need.

Obsessed over, by us.
Just for you.
Photo: Jasper Sanidad
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c. 1968

c. 1982

The industry challenge these last few decades has
been to deliver that same handcrafted quality with
the modern demands of cost and time.
Our team of craftsmen, designers and engineers at
Dfm has been on a quest to meet those demands.
We kept asking ourselves, “how can we give our
customers a system of standard products with
limitless personalization, built-to-order better than

Rooted in history, since 1927.
A time where you had to be
obsessed as a craftsman with
customers who expected
quality furniture that would
live beyond their years.

anyone else, and still cost less than the next guy?”
The answer we kept arriving at is “control the
whole process and obsess over their details.”
To achieve this, Dfm has refined processes, invested
in a new manufacturing facility, re-engineered
systems, created transparency, all under one roof,
with one goal – giving you, the customer, exactly
what you want.

Obsessive craftsmen
out to make sure you
get what you want.
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We make sure your vision is our reality. Listening

Our standard product lines are designed to

1927 quality standards, 21st century modernization.

to your needs and guiding your project to success

deliver to your exact requests. Whether it’s an

We know you have high expectations for quality while

means everything to us. There is no reason you

extra inch here or a different counter surface

under pressure for time and cost. We are continually

shouldn’t get precisely what you want.

there, our personalization options are endless.

refining our processes to meet your demands.

Your Vision,
Our Obsession
Photo: John Sutton

Well-Designed
Flexible System

Modern
Craftsmanship
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We understand how customizing
the workplace furniture for your
project can feel overwhelming and
sometimes frustrating when your
vision isn’t getting realized. We
have been simplifying this process
for the last 30 years with award-

We are asking for
passion and creativity.

winning design firms and architects,

We are not asking
for blind trust.

so that we remove the pain and
deliver quality that surpasses
your expectations.
Photo: David Wakely
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“Dfm is a rare furniture builder in
this day and age. Their team are
true believers in combining the best
materials and practices with an
artisanal approach. The fabrication
process is a mix of their knowledge of
modern techniques and time tested
methods of assembly and craft, which
is reflected in their product.”
Photo: Cortez Media

Primo Orpilla / FIIDA
Principal and CoFounder
Studio O+A
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1
Be Heard
The Listening Stage
Have someone really listen to you, so that your
workspace furniture needs are met. We can then
match your vision with our library of options.

It’s time to
start being
heard.

2
Be Served
The Making Stage
Work with our team of designers and engineers as
we take your furniture through our personalization
process. We keep you in the loop at every
manufacturing step so you don’t have to worry
about this part of your project.

Follow Our Easy
Personalization Process

3
Be Satisfied
The Delivery Stage

Send us a message:
info@dependablefm.com

Receive the furniture that plays a key role in your
vision for the perfect workspace.

Call us: 510 635 1111

Photo: JTA
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For detailed
product info.

Blend

Workstations

18

Get exactly
what you want
by personalizing
these product
lines.

Portal
Office

24

Aqua
Office

Inter|Section

Alto

Office + Workstations

Collaboration

32

Avion

Conferencing + Credenzas

Brisa

Meeting Tables

38

Ancillary

Tables | Shelving | Benches

Or go completely
custom, we love a
good challenge.
44

Custom
Furniture
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Designed by O + A
The station has an unexpected materiality
and even more unconventionality to it, yet
beautiful on the way it divides and separates
people for work. It’s a bit like jewelry or a
really nice tool for work that is expressive and
brings beauty and utility to the work area.
It is inspired by things for the home, it has
elegance in a humble erector set language.
It aligns with the workplace being more like
home and hospitality. Couches and ancillary
have already headed that way, workstations
will continue in the same way, but still will
have great utility.

Blend

Workstations

Beauty + Utility
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Blend
Workstations

The simplicity and openness of the
furniture design defines a personal
place while not overpowering the
space around it.

Workstations featuring
a metal frame structure,
wood worksurfaces,
fabric divider screens
and integrated plug-in or
wireless charging.

It offers a distinct destination for
active work styles and a workplace
that is more like home.
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The Aqua Collection features refined
detailing and styling to distinguish itself
as a truly iconic product line. It is available
in fixed height and height-adjustable
desking configurations with the functional
components seamlessly integrated into
the furniture. It also offers a variety of
storage components so you can develop
a perfectly beautiful and elegant solution
for your office.

Aqua
Office
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Refined + Detailed
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Aqua
Office

Contrast or Complement
The painted case with horizontal grain FSC
veneer doors and drawers offer the option to
contrast or complement materials.

Modular Components
The architectural range of modular
components is designed to satisfy the
functional requirement for all types of storage.
Freestanding tower units in a variety of heights
and widths, offer a range of elements to
compose, configure and easily accommodate
change. Lower horizon units are targeted for
open plan solutions where the specifier seeks
an elegant but value oriented option.

Dfm / 21
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Luxurious + Distinct
Portal Office is the ultimate

Subtle details include pull-out storage

executive private office

elements on the sides, a powered docking

experience. It is designed,

adjustable worksurface with integrated

engineered and detailed
for someone who demands
a clean environment where
everything can be put away.

Portal
Office

drawer, retractable monitors, and a heightelectronic column lifts.
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Alto benching allows for innovative
planning concepts, as well as discreet
sit/stand adjustability.

The Alto Collection sets a
new standard for the design
of height-adjustable office

Alto

Office + Workstations

furniture, integrating sit/stand
functionality into the full range
of office settings from the
open plan to the private office.
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Alto
Office + Workstations

Technology Management

Functional Elegance

Storage Flexibility

All surfaces are height-adjustable using an

Addressing a new emphasis on ergonomics,

A signature Alto storage wall offers a

integrated mechanism that maintains a clear

the Alto office offers height-adjustable sit/

choice of suspended cabinets and a

floor space. Raised or lowered, cables are

stand furniture equipped with an integrated

height-adjustable center work surface

discreetly managed via cord ladders to a

lift designed to free the floor space and

equipped with an integrated lift and wire/

variety of desktop access options.

preserve a clean, modern aesthetic.

cable management.
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Individual + Team
Addressing personal, team and
organizational needs, Inter|Section
is available in a range of lengths
that can accommodate two people
or a dozen or more who meet for
work sessions or conversation.
Choose heights, depths and
lengths to suit your criteria.

Inter|Section offers a
series of elegant, finely
crafted tables that

Inter|Section
Collaboration

discreetly incorporate
essential technology
Photo: Cortez Media

support.
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Inter|Section
Collaboration

Mix + Match
Addressing the context of modern work
cultures, Inter|Section makes use of a mix of
constructions, materials and base styles that
include an angled metal leg with a satin metal
or powder coated finish in multiple colors, as
well as a choice of veneer, laminate, butcher
block or solid wood plank tops. Light and
dynamic in look and feel, the angled base
option is ideal for informal office, hospitality
or institutional settings.

Photo: John Sutton
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Elegant + Timeless

Designed to furnish today’s meeting
rooms and boardrooms, Avion offers
elegant tables that address current
conferencing criteria and a range of
aesthetic and functional requirements.

Avion

Conferencing +
Credenzas

Photo: David Wakely

Photo: JTA
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Avion
Conferencing + Credenzas

Integrating an array of functional
components, with four distinct designs,
the Avion credenzas address the multiple
needs of meeting spaces while allowing
for a wide range of materials / aesthetic
statements. The modular concept
accommodates components which
include a refrigerator, AV rack, recycling
bin and drawer/shelf combinations.

Photo: Cortez Media
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Simplicity in all aspects defines
this product which makes it easy
to specify, order and manufacture,
helping us fulfill on fast track
project timelines.

Distinct Function
Design elements that bring
a distinct style and function
include angled metal legs,
knife edge detail and drop in
power modules.

Brisa

Meeting Tables
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The Cielo Table Collection is a visually
iconic design featuring a classic metal
frame structure and your personal choice
of top surface materials. The beauty is
in the simplicity and the raw material
expression - a perfect combination of
versatility with design. Handcrafted for
life by skilled craftsmen using the highest
quality steel, wood, stone and glass.

Cielo
Tables

dependablefm.com/cielo
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Upholstered seat and back
cushions can be specified in
any approved COM

The trend towards Activity Based Work
planning has led to requirements for
banquettes and bench seating to fit in a

Panca

Benches

variety of planning applications. Panca
Benches can be specified to fit into any
area of the workplace including open

Metal frame construction

offices, niche areas, booths and conference

can be powder-coated in any

room perimeters.

standard Dfm finish.
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It is available in preconfigured layouts
or you can customize configurations
to fit whatever area you are solving.

Our wireframe system allows

Cubed

Open Office

you to specify open and closed
storage, planters, integrated
height adjustable tables and
retractable monitors.
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Dfm collaborates with designers,
dealers and end users to develop
custom solutions that are tailored to fit
your exact needs. We apply the same
engineering methods and best practices
that go into building our standard
product lines to ensure a well-built and
long lasting furniture solution.

Custom
Furniture

Photo: David Wakely

Photo: Caesar Rubio
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Custom Furniture

Photo: Don Sluman
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Custom Furniture

For detailed
product info.

It’s time.
You deserve
beautiful,
personalized
furniture.

Photo: JTA

Photo: Caesar Rubio

510 635 1111

Dependable Furniture Manufacturing, Inc.

dependablefm.com

